The Sixth Form are permitted to wear navy, charcoal grey or black suits. The suits must be business-like and both pieces must be made of the same material in the same colour. The suits may have a discreet pinstripe. Sixth Form girls are permitted to wear either trouser or skirt suits: trousers should be tailored and the skirt should be no shorter than resting on the knee. There are images below for illustration purposes.

Both boys and girls should wear plain or striped, cotton, pastel-coloured, tailored shirts underneath their suits, and jumpers should be plain knit and v-neck in navy, grey, black, red, bottle green or pastel-coloured. Plain knit means no cabling, patterns or strips; no loose knits; and in wool or cotton mixes only. ‘Uniqlo’ provide a good range of such jumpers. Boys require a school or house tie.

School shoes must be sturdy and made of black polishable leather (no trainers or boots). There is a great deal of walking at St Edward’s so we encourage your child to wear their shoes in a little before they start. Socks need to be black and tights opaque with skirts.

Please note that the school uniform outfitter, Perry, stocks optional Brook Taverner suits for Sixth Form girls and boys which meet the School’s uniform requirements.
BOYS

TAILORED FIT JACKET

CLASSIC FIT JACKET

FLAT FRONT TROUSERS

SLIM FIT TROUSERS